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BEFORE THE FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

ALOHA UTILITIES, INC. 

DOCKET NO 010503-WU 

REBUTTAL TESTIMONY 

OF 

V. AERAJ3AM KURIEN, M.D. 

Q- 

IN REXPONSE TO TESTIMONIALS BY DR. AUDRlEY D. LEVINE PH.D 

AND MR. DAVID W. PORTER. P.E. 

A. 

COULD YOU PLEASE EXPLAIN WHY YOU DECIDED TO 

INTERVENE AND FILE DIlRECT TESTIMONY IN THIS 

PROCEEDING? 

As someone who experienced poor quality of water in his domestic plumbing, 

I was forced to take upon myself the burden of attempting to find ways of 

getting Aloha Utility involved in addressing whether its processing methods 

were adequate to create a product such that its quality did not deteriorate 

within domestic plumbing under reasonable and-nationally recognized 

conditions of material structure and appropriateness of daily use of water. As 
4 

part of my effort, I unearthed a great deal of evidence that was not previously 
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available to the customers or was unknown to regulatory agencies. While 

doing so, I discovered that the reasons for the poor quality of water in the 

domestic plumbing of some areas of Aloha’s territory was not adequately 

investigated and appropriate interventions had not been instituted to improve 

the quality of water for over ten years after being brought to the attention of 

regulatory agencies. 

COULD YOU PLEASE INDICATE WHETHER YOU HAVE ANY 

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND OR EXPERIENCE THAT 

ENABLES YOU TO ADDRESS THIS ISSUE AND WHICH MAY 

CONTRIBUTE TO THE RESOLUTION OF THE PROBLEMS? 

First of all, I like to indicate that I have no educational background in 

engineering of any kind, and specifically in water engineering. 

However, the aspects that I have chosen to comment about in this proceeding 

relate to fields of my educational background, namely chemistry, bacteriology 

and “circulation”. I received a cum laude Batchelor of Science degree in 

chemistry fkom the University of Mysore in India in 1954 and taught 

analytical chemistry at college level. This involved identifying unknown 

substances through analytical methods. I received a Summa Cum Laude 

M.D. degree from the University of Edinburgh in Scotland in 1963 and 

graduated as the most distinguished graduate of the year and was awarded the 
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Gold Medal for Medicine. A major part of medical training consists of the 
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understanding of bacteriology and therapeutics. I have undertaken 

postgraduate research into human circulation and am a Fellow ofthe Royal 

College of Physicians of Edinburgh and was an Assistant Professor at the 

University of Edinburgh between 1968-1970. If practiced Internal Medicine 

and Cardiology for twenty years in Connecticut and was on the Staff of the 

University of Connecticut as a Clinical Instructor. Thus I have a sound 

background and training in the methods of scientific investigation, the 

principles of diagnosis and treatment. I have published many articles in 

various peer-reviewed journals. 

CAN YOU NOW SPECIFICALLY ADDRESS TESTIMONY 

PROVIDED BY DR. AUDREY LEVINE AND MR. DAVID PORTER IN 

RESPONSE TO YOUR TESTIMONY IN DOCKET NO 010503-WU 

WITH REFERENCE TU THE STANDARDS AND THE POINTS AT 

WHICH THOSE STANDARDS MUST BE COMPLIED WITH TO 

IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF WATER IN THE DOMESTIC 

PLUMBING OF CUSTOMERS IN ALOHA’S TERRITORY? 

I must first address the reason why I requested modification of Aloha’s re- 

wording of the Tampa Bay Water Authority (“TBWA”) standard. 

22 

23 

The intermittent occurrence of black water and rotten egg smell in the homes 

of certain customers in Aloha Utilities’ service territory has been well 
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documented for many years. No specific factors or combination of factors 

have so far been identified as responsible for these phenomena. There have 

been two hypotheses that have been advanced to account for these findings. 

Mr. Porter, the consultant engineer of Aloha, elaborated on the first hypothesis 

in his testimonial before the Public Service Commission in 1996 when he 

claimed that the only reason for the phenomenon of intermittent black water 

was the re-formation of hydrogen sulfide in situ and de novo in the domestic 

plumbing due to the action of sulhr reducing bacteria (SRB) on sulfate 

naturally present in the underground water. The re-generation of corrosive 

hydrogen sulfide in domestic plumbing was explained as being due to the 

removal of chlorine by water softeners and conditioners installed by 

customers in their homes, thereby reducing the disinfection capability of 

delivered water. Aloha Utilities has consistently maintained that the water it 

delivers at the domestic meter is “clean, clear and safe” and therefore it has no 

responsibility for what happens in domestic plumbing and finds no need to 

alter its method of processing in such a way as to provide greater stability for 

water in domestic plumbing. This set of reasoning is only a hypothesis, since 

Aloha has not demonstrated re-generation of hydrogen sulfide from sulfate as 

the primary reason for copper corrosion and rotten egg smell in its service 

territory. PSC staff has documented that black water does occur even in 

homes that have no water softeners or conditioners of any kind. 
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A second hypothesis can be inferred from research literature in which the 

effect of the sole use of chlorination for processing water has been studied, 

and from FDEP guidelines that have been proposed after extensive discussion 

among experts in the field of water processing for the prevention of copper 

corrosion and black water formation in domestic plumbing. Stated simply, 

this hypothesis maintains that the sole use of chlorination for processing 

source water that contains hydrogen sulfide above a certain level will result in 

turbidity caused by elemental sulfur formed during the process and that the 

amount of turbidity formed is proportional to the amount of hydrogen sulfide 

present in water, among other factors. This turbidity may be associated with 

formation of black water due to the production of copper sulfide in domestic 

plumbing containing copper. Both Mr. Porter and Dr. Levine, the university 

consultant of Aloha for the implementation of a new processing method, have 

observed that this association may be related “to increased chance for 

bacterial contamination” and “the lowering of the effectiveness of 

disinfection”. Over a year ago, FDEP instituted new guidelines for removal 

of elemental sulfur when chlorination alone is used for processing source 

water that contains more than 0.3mg/l of hydrogen sulfide. 

I indicated in my direct testimonial that the audit conducted by Dr. Levine 

documented the presence of hydrogen sulfide in the transmission system of 

Aloha contrary to the claim of Mr. Porter previously that there was no 

hydrogen sulfide in the transmission and distribution system of the Utility. 
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Dr. Levine has addressed this matter in her testimonial by saying, “the only 

location in which detectable hydrogen sulfide was observed was at the inflow 

to the ground storage tank which is not in the “transmission” OY distribution 

system” (page 3,  lines 5-7). Mr. Porter has addressed the same finding by 

saying, “A slight hydrogen sulJide concentration (ofO.32mg4 was found in 

the yartiallv treated water fluwing in a pipeline connecting two treatment 

plants with the main ground storage tank. This water does not flow into the 

distuibutiion system ”(page 8, line 22- page 9, line 1). Both of them have 

concluded that I was mistaken in maintaining that hydrogen sulfide was 

detected at a level of 0.12mdl in Aloha’s “transmission” system. 

The accuracy of my statement depends on how one defines transmission and 

distribution system. “Transmission system” is the system of pipes that 

transmits water from the wells to the storage tank. “Distribution system” is 

the system ofpipes that distributes water from the wells or the storage tank to 

the customers. 

The water in which hydrogen sulfide was detected above the 0. lmgll level 

suggested as a standard had already been processed at the wells with the sole 

use of chlorination and was recorded to have only 0.01 mg/l of hydrogen 

sulfide when it was delivered into the “transmission” system. Further down in 

its travel in the “transmission” system a water sample was taken and found to 

have 0.12 mg/l of hydrogen sulfide. There are only two possible conclusions 
4 
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as to why this happened. Mr. Porter prefers the explanation that the water was 

only “partially treated’’ at the wells and needed “final treatment” and the 

latter was undertaken at the storage tank and that the water in the outflow 

from the storage tank the same day contained no hydrogen sulfide when it was 

pumped into the “distribution system”. Dr. Levine’s explanation implies that 

this was an isolated finding. “This sample site was re-sampled several times 

in succession and did not have detectable hydrogen sulfide upon re- 

sarnpling”(page 3, lines 7-1 1). Both Dr. Levine and Mr. Porter were on this 

sampling tour along with Dr. John Gaul PhD, customer representative, but I 

was not. Therefore, I cannot verify the accuracy of that statement. However, 

the disparate explanation by the two testimonials in response to my reference 

to the audit report’s conclusion raises serious concern as to what might be the 

real explanation. 

The detection in the “transmission system” of Aloha Utilities of hydrogen 

sulfide above the level recommended as a standard is of serious concern to the 

customers. My education in chemistry taught me that science is no 

respecter of persons or locations. Where conditions are suitable, 

reactions take place! If significant concentration of hydrogen sulfide was 

found in one location of Aloha’s system after the water left the treatment plant 

at a well, then the same event could occur at other sites in the “transmission” 

and “distribution” system into which finished water is introduced after using 
4 

the same processing method. Whether the hydrogen sulfide detected was 
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present due to re-formation as I suggested in my testimonial or due to “partial 

treatment” of hydrogen sulfide in source water as Mr. Porter suggests in his 

testimonial, the concern is that the method of treatment at the well is 

either inadequate to completely remove hydrogen sulfide from raw water 

or that the processing method used is easily reversible during the 

transport of water in Aloha’s system from one location to another. This 

raises the serious possibility that hydrogen sulfide may intermittently be 

delivered into the domestic plumbing and thereby cause corrosion. I realize 

that this is a hypothesis contrary to accepted “wisdom”, but it is a testable 

hypothesis. Customers have reported black water in the pipes between the 

domestic meter and before delivered water enters their homes. This is well 

before any water softener or conditioner systems and therefore does not 

conform to Mr. Porter’s complaints about such installations being responsible 

for re-formation of hydrogen sulfide in water the Utility has previously 

claimed was adequately treated. Now for the first time, Mr. Porter is 

admitting, what he must have known all along, that source water is only 

partially treated at first pass at the wells and requires further treatment! In 

reports submitted by Aloha’s own technical staff during flushing procedures 

carried out by them, there is documented evidence of black and discolored 

water in Aloha’s distribution system even when fire hydrants are flushed on a 

daily basis and large volumes of finished water were removed from the 

distribution system to raise free chlorine residual levels to 1.5 mgs/l (Exhibit 

VAK-19). These documents provide corroboration that finished water is not 
4 
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adequately treated before discharge into the distribution system or that the 

processing method is easily reversible. Dr. Levine’s proposal that there is no 

significance to an isolated finding is also not very valid, because when the 

degradation of water quality is intermittent, one does not expect to find 

evidence for it all the time! 

Most of the water that Aloha supplies to its customers flows directly fiom 

wells to domestic plumbing without receiving a second “final treatment 

prior to i t s  being pumped into the distribution system” (Mr. Porter; page 9, 

line 1). Such re-treatment is provided only when water is distributed from the 

storage tank. If a chlorine booster is necessary to treat water further in the 

ground storage tank (which has no water softener or water conditioner) before 

the water left the same day to travel along the distribution system to the 

customers, it would suggest that the chlorine decay in Aloha water is much 

higher than documented by monthly operation reports (MOR) submitted to the 

FDEP. What is responsible for this phenomenon? What impact does this 

have when most of the water supplied to homes goes directly from wells to 

domestic plumbing without a second final treatment? Are the levels in the 

MOR submitted to FDEP truly the lowest free chlorine residual in the 

distribution system or were most of the readings obtained from samples taken 

after the flushing procedure that raises free chlorine residuals? . 
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It is this concern that prompted me to suggest that the total sulfide standard of 

O.lmg/l should be complied with at the domestic meter to ensure that the 

water that enters the domestic plumbing does not have more total sulfides 

because such presence could cause significant copper corrosion. 

HOW DO YOU ANSWER THE TESTIMONIAL THAT THERE IS NO 

NEED TO MEASURlE ELEMENTAL SULFUR LEVELS OR HAVE A 

STANDARD FOR ELEMENTAL SULFUR IN ADDITION TO THE 

STANDARD FOR HYDROGEN SULFIDE BECAUSE ACCORDING 

TO DR. LEVINE “THELIE HAS BEEN NO VIOLATION OF THE 

BACTERIOLOGICAL STANDARD (TOTAL COLIFOFW) WITHIN 

THE SEVEN SPRINGS SYSTEM” (PAGE 3, LINES 21-23)? “ 

As I indicated earlier, in their prior statements referred to in my direct 

testimony both Dr. Levine and Mr. Porter have suggested a role for turbidity 

induced by colloidal elemental sulfur in lowering bacterial disinfection 

capabilities. Both now argue that there is no factual evidence of lowered 

disinfection capability as demonstrated by the lack of high coliform colony 

(Dr. Levine; page 3, lines 21-23) and heterotrophic plate colony counts (Mr. 

Porter; page 9, line 22-24). It is also pointed out that the reported levels of 

free chlorine residuals in MOR submissions to FDEP show levels above 0.2 

22 

23 requirements. 

mgl,  the minimum required for human pathogens according to EPA 

10 
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From the information that I have gathered from Aloha’s own flushing 

program reports, there is evidence that free chlorine residuals have fallen 

below 0.2mgll at a number of sites in Aloha’s distribution system even when 

flushing is undertaken on a daily basis and that there has been discoloration of 

water in the distribution system on many days (Exhibit VAK-19). PSC Staff 

has documented black water in homes that have no water conditioner systems 

and should have adequate chlorine levels during periods of daily use, if such 

were present when water was delivered. Aloha has not provided any evidence 

to suggest that SRB, the bacteria considered responsible for the in situ and de 

novo regeneration of hydrogen sulfide in domestic plumbing, can be 

inactivated by the 0.2mgA level of free chlorine residual. SRB is an 

anaerobic organism and its sensitivity to chlorine may well be different from 

that of human pathogens. Anaerobic organisms are more effectively 

inactivated by the presence of oxygen in the medium in which they live, as 

those who understand bacteriology know, and as indicated by Dr. Levine in 

her audit recommendations. Since the underground water that Aloha 

processes contains very little oxygen, it is likely that this organism is capable 

of being active even in “finished” Aloha water at all levels of its system, 

including the domestic plumbing. . The evidence that exists in a study done 

by FDEP, “The Pasco County BIack Water Study’’ performed by FDEP in 

1498-9 (Exhibit VAK-20) showed significant growth of bacteria, I presume 

SRB, fi-om 10-30 % of delivered water at the point of its entry to the domestic 

plumbing. The most likely manner in which SRB is delivered into the 
4 
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closed system of the domestic plumbing is by its entry through the 

delivered water. The lower incidence of black water and rotten egg smell in 

aerated water systems may well be related to the reality that in aerated water, 

this bacterium is inactive. 

Therefore, from the point of view of corrosiveness of metals the evidence 

suggesting the absence of human pathogens such as coliform bacteria or 

maintenance of adequate chlorine levels at FDEP standard of 0.2rng/l may not 

be adequate to exclude introduction of active SRB ]From the wells of Aloha 

into the domestic system. Aeration may be necessary to inactivate this 

organism. 

MR. PORTER STATES, “DR. LEVINE CONDUCTED SUSPENDED 

SOLIDS TESTING OF THE WATER SAMPLED FROM A NUMBER 

OF CUSTOMER METERS DURING HER WORK. IN EACH CASE, 

NO MEASURABLE QUANTITY OF SUSPENDED SOLIDS WAS 

FOUND”. DOES THAT NOT SUGGEST THAT THE LEVELS OF 

ELEMENTAL SULFUR ARE VERY LOW? 

The levels of suspended solids and their composition in a water processing 

21 

22 

23 

system obviously are very variable according to Dr. Levine’s testimonial 

(page 5, lines 3-4). These were semi-quantitatively tested for at the wells, not 

at other levels of Aloha’s systems or in the domestic plumbing, as Mr. Porter 
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seems to suggest.. Dr. Levine in fact demonstrated minute quantities of 

elemental sulfur by the use of scanning electron micrographs (SEM) at Well 8 

and significant amount of suspended solids when customers’ whole house 

filters and water from hot water systems were tested (Exhibit VAK-21, Dr 

Levine’s Phase I1 audit report pages 27-32). From the examination of 

installed whole house sediment filters, customers have reported wide variety 

of suspended solids in the water they receive from Aloha including sand, 

debris of other kinds and varying concentration of black material even before 

delivered water enters their homes (Exhibit VAK-22). The only suspended 

material we need to consider as an antecedent to metal corrosion, on the basis 

of hypotheses that have been advanced, is elemental sulfur. The amount of 

elemental sulfur produced in finished water is a function of the concentration 

of hydrogen sulfide in raw water and the amount of chlorine added, in 

addition to factors such as oxygen level in raw water and pH. At the pH of 

Aloha’s source water, and with no oxygen present, it seems very likely that 

elemental sulhr is formed when the sole use of chlorination is the processing 

method and the ratio between hydrogen sulfide level and chlorine added is 

insufficient. 

As Dr. Levine has pointed out, I concede that at the present moment, there is 

no accurate method to measure the levels of elemental sulfur in delivered 

water. However, scanning electron micrographs (SEM) can indicate the 

presence of sulfur particles and other aggregates consisting of sulfur, 
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phosphorus and many different metal elements at different stages of the water 

processing system and the domestic plumbing. 

Dr. Levine spent enormous amounts of effort to do exactly that in processed 

water from Well 8 and other areas in the transmission system and domestic 

plumbing, (Exhibit VAK-21). On 10/29/03 when Well 8 was sampled, the 

hydrogen sulfide level in source water was 2.20 mg/l. On November 12,2003 

hydrogen sulfide level was 1.73 mg/l. Both these levels of hydrogen sulfide 

in source water are within the theoretical capacity of the chlorinator at that 

well to completely convert to sulfate without the production of elemental 

sulfur. Dr. Levine calculated the specific chlorine demand of hydrogen 

sulfide in Well 8 on November 12,2003 as 7.83mg/1. This suggests that the 

oxidation reaction of hydrogen sulfide in that well on that day had proceeded 

almost completely to sulfate. Theoretical value for chlorine demand of 

hydrogen sulfide for complete conversion from sulfide to sulfate is 8.33mg/l. 

(Exhibit VAK-23). Therefore, one would not have expected to see much 

colloidal elemental sulfur in finished water from that well on that day. 

However, the question that needs answering is: What happens when the 

amount of hydrogen sulfide in raw water exceeds the theoretical capacity of 

the amount of chlorine added or the maximum capacity of the chlorinator at 

any well to convert hydrogen sulfide to sulfate? The maximum theoretical 

capacity for conversion of hydrogen sulfide to sulfate at Well 9 is only 2.6 

mgs/l according to Dr. Levine. (Exhibit VAK-24). On 11/12/03 the amount 
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of hydrogen sulfide present in raw water from Well 9 was only 2.43mg/l 

within the capacity of the chlorinator at that well. So on that day only 

minimal elemental sulfur would have been formed. However, would it have 

been possible for the chlorinator at Well 9 to prevent formation of elemental 

sulfur (in greater quantity than was demonstrated in Well 8 on 11/12/03) when 

the level of hydrogen sulfide was 3.95 mgll in Well 9 on 10/29/03 and the 

maximum theoretical capacity of the chlorinator at that well to convert to 

sulfate was only 2.6mg/l? What might have happened during the 3 months 

of April -July in 2001, when the raw water in Well 9 was documented to 

have hydrogen sulfide levels between 3.5 -6.71 mg/l on twenty different 

occasions? (Dr Levine’s Phase I Report, page 10, Exhibit VAK-25) It does 

not seem unreasonable to conclude that theoreticaIly during that season in 

2001, there may have been 1-3 mgsil of elemental sulhr in water processed 

from Well 9. If so, what is the implication of this for the production of black 

water and rotten egg smell in domestic plumbing served by water from that 

well if elemental sulfur is associated with black water? Scanning electron 

microphotographs provided by Dr. Levine in the Phase I1 Report show 

increasing quantities of suspended solids as water moves through Aloha’s 

system fi-om well to storage tank and finally reaches domestic plumbing after 

the domestic meter. Greater amount of suspended solids was demonstrated in 

the hot water system. (Exhibit VAK-21). 
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Production of SEM to detect presence of elemental sulfur in processed water 

is not an economically viable proposition and in any case it is not a 

quantitative method. Turbidity increase in finished water after processing has 

been suggested as a simpler method. Turbidity measurements were not 

carried out during the sampling of water from any of Aloha’s eight wells 

during Dr. Levine’s audit nor were SEM made of water from Well 9 on 

10/29/03 when hydrogen sulfide level was 3.95mgh and beyond the 

capacity of the chlorinator to convert completely to sulfate. That would 

have been more relevant than producing scanning electron micrographs of 

particulate matter fkom Well 8 where the likelihood of elemental sulfur 

production was low on the day the water was sampled. 

YOU HAVE NOT ANSWERED THE CONCERNS M S E D  BY MR. 

PORTER THAT YOU ARE: ASKING FOR STANDARDS THAT ARE 

DIFFICULT AND EXPENSIVE TO ACHIEVE AND AFtE NOT USED 

“ANYWHEFW IN THIS NATION, PERHAPS IN THE WORLD” 

(PAGE 6, LINES 21-23). 

I must agree that this observation may indeed be correct! However, scientific 

methodology also requires stringent standards to achieve therapeutic goals 

especially when there is no track record for a new method. The method that 

Aloha plans to adopt is not being used anywhere in this nation for oxidizing 
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hydrogen sulfide in source water to produce drinkable water. Perhaps, for 

that matter it is not used any where in the world! 

When I used the words “standard” and “MCL”, I was using the terminology 

the way it is used almost interchangeably in Exhibit D of the TBWA such as 

maximum contaminant level, goal, standard, compliance level and action 

level. (Exhibit VAK-26) The important point is that TBWA requires 

action if the level of total sulfides exceeds O.lmg/l and that action is to be 

taken by the TBWA and its member governments that are utilities and 

not allow customers to suffer the consequences that may arise. It has been 

demonstrated by a number of utilities that black water and rotten egg smell 

can be significantly reduced by methodologies without strict measurement and 

conformity with standards €or total sulfide and elemental sulfur levels, such as 

membrane technologies (Dunedin Municipal Utility) and aeration and 

biological oxidation (fasco County Utility), manganese green sand and 

potassium permanganate oxidation (Port Richey Utility) along with more 

appropriate adjustment of pH levels. These methods obviously address the 

issues of black water and rotten egg smell through other effective 

interventions. Aloha does not use any of these methods now and did turn 

down the suggestion of increasing the pH of delivered water. 

The new processing method using hydrogen peroxide that is being considered 

by Aloha utility as well as the current processing method of the sole use of 

17 
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chlorination are reversibIe oxidative methods that can result in re-formation 

of hydrogen sulfide and the production of elemental sulfur. In the absence of 

the use of more successful methods for reducing copper corrosion, strict 

adherence to more stringent standards that lower the levels of these substances 

that have been considered to be significant factors in the production of black 

water and rotten-egg smell are necessary to improve water quality in certain 

areas of Aloha’s territory. The directive given by the PSC to the Utility in 

April, 2002, was to implement a method that ensures a significant reduction of 

black water and rotten egg smell in domestic plumbing. 

An essential approach to remediation in any system whether it is a material 

system or a living system requires that the correct diagnosis and causative 

agency should be established before a therapeutic strategy is recommended. If 

a “therapeutic trial” is being undertaken without an accurate diagnosis, (as 

Aloha is attempting to do at this time), it is important to establish that the 

levels of incriminated factors such as hydrogen sulfide, elemental sulfur and 

presence of SRJ3 are adequately monitored and controlled, especially where 

the history of poor water quality is of long standing without effective 

int em enti on. 

DO YOU HAVE ANY ADDITIONAL COMMENTS? 
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of my statements (page 10, lines 14-18). I am always willing to be corrected about 

inaccurate statements, and would do so in this instance also if the shifting claims of 

Mr. Porter were true. Much has been made of the succinct, but important distinction 

that 1 made between the Tampa Bay Water Standard (goal) in exhibit D and the re- 

wording that Aloha has used for modification of the “98% hydrogen sulfide removal” 

standard. As I indicated in my direct testimony, Exhibit D makes no mention of 

treatment facilities at all, but indicates that the ‘‘water quality parameter” will be 

“sampled annually at a minimum at the Pointk) of Connection”. Further down in 

Exhibit D on page 3, (Exhibit VAK-26), the Notes section says, “maximum average= 

not to exceed average value using a running four quarterly sample average”. To me 

this represents the way TBWA arrives at the compliance level determination for 

itself. I assumed, correctly I maintain, that this means TBWA samples processed 

water at least four times at its treatment facilities to establish that it has complied 

with its own standard (goal). In fact Mr. Porter himself admitted this to be accurate in 

Yes.  Mr. Porter has stated very categorically that I am mistaken in a number 

a document submitted by Aloha’s attorney, Mr. Deterding, on March 29,2004 to the 

PSC (Exhibit VAK-27). Testing was recommended at a minimum of annually only at 

the point(s) of connection. The responsibility, if desired or necessary, to sample more 

frequently at the points of connection was left to the member government utilities. 

AIoha is requesting that the standard be reduced to an annual sampling at the 

treatment facility and claiming that such a frequency to be the norm a t  the 

TBWA. That is patently incorrect. 
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2 

Aloha Utilities wants to be left alone to produce potable water that does not remain 

drinkable in customer plumbing by the claim on the one hand that according to 

3 

4 

5 

Florida Statutes its responsibility ends at the outflow of the domestic meter. Yet 

when it comes to ensuring that the water it delivers to the customers meets the TBWA 

performance standard (compliance level, action level, goal) which the Utility claims it 

4 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

is ready to meet, it no longer wants to do so at the domestic meter which is the point 

of delivery, but only at the treatment facility and only once a year. No other product 

can be sold in this country by the claim that it met standards at the production plant as 

automobile, home appliance and electronic product manufacturers know only too‘ 

well. They have to meet standards at the point of delivery. There may not be a law 

so far that potable water should meet standards at the point of delivery, but no 

12 

13 

14 

customer should have to put up with stidsing black water for ten years with a claim 

from its producers that its water is “clean, clear and safe” at the point of delivery, 

without tests confirming that it has the ability to remain so. 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

As a last statement, I want to indicate that I do understand very clearly the 

limits of my knowledge. I have based everything that I have stated in my 

testimonials on public and Aloha’s records and statements by experts 

including Dr. Levine and Mr. Porter. As a person committed to scientific 

methodology, I maintain that there is a difference between a hypothesis and 

documented facts and that this differentiation must always be maintained. My 

interpretations of the data may be different from “accepted wisdom”, but that 

is what scientific judgment and dialogue are all about. My scientific 
4 
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knowledge base is solid and I do not venture out beyond my knowledge base 

to make inappropriate categorical statements about the cause of black water 

but merely request those who have regulatory responsibilities, to consider the 

totality of circumstantial evidence in a new way. The claim that the black 

residue seen in the toilet tanks of customers is the result of the corrosion of 

blackflotation ball, as Mi. Porter told me when he visited my house in 

January, 2002 and that black water would disappear fiom customers’ toilet 

tanks if bhckjlapper valves were replaced by red valves, as Mr. Crouch 

another engineer of Aloha suggested at an Aloha Customer Workshop in June, 

2004, came from consultants who have water engineering degrees and who 

were introduced at customer workshops as experts. Such nonscientific and 

absurd statements offered as facts were used for a long time and is still being 

used to prevent an adequate scientific investigation of black water and rotten 

egg smell in customers’ plumbing. 

Scientific investigations and appropriate therapeutic interventions by 

professionals who have no conflict of interest are always necessary to 

solve complex problems of water quality. It is very appropriate for 

regulatory agencies to always insist on expert consultations free of 

conflict-of-interest from extramural water processing professionals and 

engineers, especially when offers at good faith negotiations with utilities 

to solve issues have been rejected. 
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WHAT IS YOUR SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATION TO THE 

COMMISSION IN THIS PROCEEDING? 

I have presented enough evidence based on objective facts and data gathered 

fiom numerous sources that stringent standards are essential for Aloha’s 

current method and the proposed new method to deliver water that will 

significantly reduce the incidence of black water and rotten egg smell in 

domestic plumbing. If Aloha is not willing to accept these logical standards, 

the Utility should be prepared to implement other well-recognized methods 

that even without the use of these strict standards have been associated with 

much lower incidence of these phenomena and have a well established track 

record of being able to deliver water that remains stable in domestic plumbing 

without a high incidence of black water and rotten-egg smell. Where such 

phenomena occur, and where Aloha has not provided remediation for ten 

years, the customers are now requesting the PSC to provide them with an 

opportunity to get better quality water by deletion of those territories from 

Aloha’s service area. 
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REVIEW OF DATA ON FLUSHING 
IN ALOHA UTILITIES SERVICE TERRITORY 

DATA OBTAINED FROM ALOHA 

Analysis by V. Abraham Kurien, M.D. 

Data for 1999,2000 and 2003 and 2004 were requested. Due to the enormity of 
data that had to be analyzed, I have concentrated on one year. 

DETAILED REVIEMT OF DATA FROM 1999 

FINDINGS: 

Flushing was conducted on a rotational basis, some areas being scheduled for 
flushing daily, others €or three days a week, yet others for twice a week and a 
rare area only once a week. 

During the year 1999 there was no flushing undertaken over weekends. 

Data between May 17 and June 2,1999 were not submitted: My concern is 
whether flushing was not undertaken during this 2 week period or whether the 
data was not submitted for other reasons 

Between June and December 1999, discoloration of water was noted on a number 
of occasions: Colors ranged from black, yellow, brown, rusty and milky (M). 
Odor was also noted along with discoloration on one occasion. 

It is noted that in areas where flushing was scheduled to be done daily, often 
such flushing was not undertaken regularly (at least there is no documentation 
that such was undertaken) 

Even when flushing was done daily and free chlorine residuals brought up to 1.5 
mg/l (which seem to have been the goal), often within 24 hours, the level of free 
chlorine had been fallen below 0.2 mg/l (dnimum required by FDEP 
regulations) and on a number of occasions was ZERO. 

The Report on 11/9/99 (Tuesday) reads: 

Yellowish water from hydrant: flushed 20 minutes per Tony. Did not clear. 
Advised by Tony to go to bib at well. Water still yellowish w/small particles in 
water. Same at all hydrants. Tony said to check Friday (three days later) for 
next schedule to see if still discolored’’ 



Docket NO. 010503-WU 
Errhibit VAK-19 
Page 2 of 60 

Reports show that yellow discoloration was noted at a number of hydrants on 
11/10 Wednesday to Thursday, Friday, the following Monday, Tuesday, 
Wednesday and 11/17 Thursday. On 11/18/99 Friday, the water was noted to be 
yellow and milky. No abnormal color was noted 1/22-24: No records were found 
between 11/25-11/28 (presumably long weekend of Thanksgiving). 

On 11/29 yellow color was noted again at a number of flushing locations 
including one at which there was an odor: yellow color on 12/1: on 12/2 color 
noted as Y(e1lbw) - A (air) (?reformation of hydrogen sulfide): on 12/6 water 
noted as brown at one flushing point and rusty at: another point. 

SUMMARY: 

1. Even though there is a program for flushing on a predetermined schedule, 
such is often not carried out. 

2. Even when flushing was carried out per schedule, often there was 
discoloration of water: The following colors were noted - black, yellow, brown, 
rusty and milky. Gas (unclear what it was noted and described as air): odor was 
noted in association with discoloration once. 

3. The aim of flushing seems to have been to raise free chlorine residual to 1.5 
mg/l of water. Even when flushing was carried out per schedule, often the free 
chlorine level before flushing was below the 0.2mg/l, the minimum required by 
FDEP. On a number of occasions the free chlorine level before flushing began 
was noted to be Zero. 

4. In a number of locations where flushing was programmed on a daily basis, 
and free chlorine level was raised to 1.5 mg/l, after 24 hours free chlorine levels 
had fallen below 0.2mg/l and some times to Zero 

5. In some instances even prolonged flushing was incapable of raising levels 
above the minimum required by FDEP. 

6. In many instances large volumes of water were flushed (12,000 -45,000 
gallons). The reason for this is not indicated and is assumed to be in response to 
customer complaints. 

4 
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CONCLUSIONS: 

The conclusion that the program of flushing as carried out Aloha in the year 
1999, may not have been capable of delivering water that was ”clean, clear and 
safe” at ALL TIMES is inescapable. 

The flushing program was not capable maintaining the minimum free 
chlorine residual required by FDEP in certain areas, even for 24 hours after 
flushing had raised it to 1.5mg/l. The observation that no flushing was 
undertaken over the 48 hour weekend period raises the strong probability that 
intermittently in many areas Aloha’s delivered water may have contained less 
than the minimum free chlorine residual for disidection required by FDEP. 

Clarity of water was also frequently compromised. Such loss of clarity 
occurring in the winter month of November when water utilization is usually 
higher than in summer due to the presence of ”snow birds” raises the concern 
that in surnmer months when chlorine dissipates due to higher temperatures, 
loss of clarity due to the presence of suspended matter would have been even 
higher! 

In the face of these findings, the production of intermittent black water and 
rotten egg smell in domestic plumbing in some areas of Aloha’s service 
territory cannot any more be explained as exclusively due to some unique 
chemistry that is confined to domestic plumbing. 
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* 
FLUSHSCHEDULE 

I 

DAYS START CLOSE START GAL’S 

RATE: h -44Q 

7 

h 

FH-Fin Hydrant B-Blow Off 
C 1 c l ~ ’ Y  - Y c I Io w 8-31ack0-0dor A-AirfMiIky 

NO HYDRA~V OR BLOW OFF WILL BE TURNED OFF WITH ANY DISCOLORED 
THROUGH ITIl CQIUACTSUPERY?SOR IF YOU CAN’T GET ITCLEARII 
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1 

FtJXWOOD: 
Tamarind FB M-TH 
cross FH M-TH 

C o d  ia FH T-F 

orchard Grove FH T-F 

vine 

WYM)GATE: 

Craighurst FH T-F 

FOX HULL 0 W FL USH SCHER UL E 
.I . DAYS START CLOSE START GAL’S 

I 

FH=Fire Hydrant BO=Blow Off D=Daily 

C=Clear Y=YelIow B=Black O=Odor A=AirMlky 
\ 
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FOXHOLLOW FLUSHSCHEDULE 

i '  

DAYS START CLOSE START GALS 

FK=Firc Hydrant BO=Blow Off D=Daily 

C=clcar Y=Yellow B=Black @Odor A=Air/MiIky 

DATE: LA99 

1 
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Fl USH SCHEDULE 

DA YS START CLOSE START GAL'S 

NU HYDRANT OR BLOW OFF WILL BE TURNED OFF WITH ANY DISCOLORED WATER COMING 
THROUGH1711 COrvTACTSUPERYISOR IF YOW CAN'T GET IT CLEAR!! 

I I W . a .: 

. ' [\ 
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Fl USH S C H E D U L E  Exhibit VAK-19 

FH=Firt Hy-t BO-Blow Off 
C l c l  w . Y  -Y c Iiow B m B l a c k 0 4 d o r  A-Airmilky 

NO HYDRANT OR BLOW OFF WXLL B E  TURNED OFF WITH ANY DISCOLORED 
THROWGHITIl COWACTSUPERVISOR IF YOU CAN'T GET IT CLEAR/! 

, 





Fox Hollow Club House FH W W F .  
HXcn Drive FH 
Club Housc 

rn r / F  
BO m u r  

/ 
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't, . 

FOX HOLLOW FLUSH SCHEDULE 

FH=Fire Hydrant BO=EIIow Off D=Daily 

C=Clcar Y=Yellow B=Black @Odor A=Air/Milky 
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FOX HULLOW FLUSH SCHEDULE 

DAYS START CLOSE START GAL: JS 
COLOR FL USH ADDRESS TYPE DONE CL/z CU? 

I' 1 

FH=Firc Hydrant BO=Blow Off D=DaiIy 

C=ClcarY=Yellow B=Black *Odor A=Air/Milky 

'h.' ._ 
. -_ .. 

NAME: 
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# 

START GAL. ’S DAYS START CLOSE @ D m s  T P E  DUNE CWZ CLL2 COLOR FLUSH 

r 
c! 

Davenport & Mitchell Blvd. FH D CL 1 1.6 - 
Chelmam m M/TH I c y  

Forest edne F H D  - /;2’ac> 

1.5 BO M/TH \ -5  
;1 c.‘. 2 . b  

WVndbam 
1441 Haverhill F H D  

1050 Trafalna FH T/F 
Da 1 esi de FH TE 
Stroud & Dawsburv 

F H D  4 Stroud Court BO D 
Wyndtree & Hoovershm 

Country Place: c 
Lake Haven Drive & Hadm FH T/F 
Cimmflm FH T/F . 
Central Park Avenue FH T/F 
&istocrate Drive FH T/F 

Lnclustrial: 
Success Drive 
Riveria at boat deck 
Ground Squirrel 

1 IC- 

\ ‘ C  7 OOfJ 

f s- 4 n  rw> 
703 i -  r 

1 

East Bay FH - _  T/F 1 

4540 Rowm Road FH TH -.. 
Akuri BO MWF 
Florida Power m M w F  

Severn Place F H n  
Harrow Place F H D  
VillaEntrada BO MWF 0, / Tfla=.F 

DATE: 57f;L-G- y q  NAM.E= /ii f e x p f i  PARRA 
WoodBmd - FH TH 

FM=Fire Hydrant BO=Blow Off 
C=Clear Y=Yellow B=BlackO=Odor A=Air/MirrCy 

NO H Y D W T  OR BLOW OFF M L L  BE TURNED OFF WITH ANY DISCOLORED WATER COMING 
THROUGH IT!! CONTACT SUPER MSOR IF YOU CAN’T GET IT CLEAR!! 

\ 

3 0. 3 

0- 
c. 

e .  5 e- 

33 @ 

- 5303 
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FOX HOLLO W FLUSH SCHEDULE 

DAYS START CLOSE START GAL 'S 
TYPE DUNE CLR CWZ COLOR FL USH ADDRESS 

RI=Fire Hydrant BOcBlow Off D=Daily 

C=Clear Y=YeIlow B=Black G-Odor A=AirlMilky 

- 2 G -  4.4' DATE: 7 
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FOX HOLtO W FLUSH SCHEDULE 

DAYS START CLOSE START GAL 'S 
ADDRESS T W E  DONE CUZ CUZ COLOR FL USH 

WYNDGATE: 
Courtlia F H M W F  
Craidwrst m w  
Orchard Grove F H M W F  
Heritage Sarings: 

FH=Fire Hydrant BO=Blow Off =Daily 

MWF 1 . 5 -  I 

4 
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FUX HOLJ-0 W FLUSH SCHED WLE 

FH=Fire Hydrant BO=Blow Off D=Daily 

4 



FLUSH SCHEDULE 

DAYS START CLOSE S T m T  
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GAL 'S 
A D D r n S  TYPE DONE CUZ C u 2  COLOR FLUSH 

DavenDm & Mitchell Blvd. F 
WyXldhaIll E 

F 
F 

1050 TrafalPa F 
-- Daleside F 

4 Stroud & Dambury F 
B 

P I /  F 
0 - ~ ~ ! ~ H o o v e r ~ m  F 

Counw Place: 
Lake &ven Drive & Haden 
CimmWXl 
Central Park Avenue 
Aristocrate Drive 
East Bay 

3 
!! 
1 
1 
1 
E 
1 
! 
1 
E 

FH=Flr/e Hydrmf BO=Blow Off 
C=Clear Y=Yellow B=BlackO=Odor A=Air/Milky 

NO'HyDIIAhTT OR BLOWOFF W l t L  BE T U m E D  OFF WITH Alvy DISCOLORED WATER COMING 
THROUGH XT!! CONTACT SUPERUSOR IF YOU CAN'T GET IT CLEAR/! 

C 
C 

C 

a, 7 m  
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FOX HOLLOW FL USH SCHEDULE 

DAYS START CLOSE S T a T  GAL 'S 
RDDRESS TYPE DONE C U  CZ.0 COLOR FLUSH 

33mitaneSpr-h s: 
Almond Wood -- M W F -  a 
FH=Fire Hydrant BO=Blow Off B D a i i y  

C-Clear Y=Yellow B=Black @Odor A=Air/Mi@ 

G 

0. 't I ;  b L 

4 
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.. DAYS START CLOSE START GAL 'S 
ADDRESS T W E  DONE Cv2 CL/2 COLOR FLUSH- 

Davenporl& Mitchell Blvd. 

Countrv Place: 
Lake Haven Drive & Haden FH T/F r 

CimmerOn FH TLF 
Cenml Park Avenue FH T/F 

East Bay FH T/F . f -  
Industrial: 

1 6  

Success Drive FH T/F 
Riveria at h a t  deck BO D nt 0 P -  

2822 San Pedro hiI1s of San Jose) BO 
Tori Court BO 'IT 
4540 Rowan Road . 

- Florida Power FH MWFf&O i t T L  3 

S c v m  Place F H T T  
- Villa Enmda 
Wed Bend 

histocrate Drive Flf T/F - - 

Ground Squirrel FH M-THf% (Qfr %> - Cp-0 t -r/ . FH . #  M-TH(?!D /?I 

MWF 

FH TH L 

BO MWF _I M .A-u$.A_R, %741 CL 

Harrow Place FH D r3 ,  I &L!I 

B=Black O=Odor A=WM ky 

NO H I V M T  OR BLOWUFF W L L  BE TUWED OFF WTHAlVYDISCOLORED WATER COMING 
THROUGH IT!! CUNTACTSUPERWSOR IF YOU CA1V'T GET IT CLEAR!! 

. -  
.- , 
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FLUSH SCHEDULE 
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'DAYS START CLOSE START GAL 'S 
T P E  DONE CDZ CLR COLOR FLUSH 

NAME: DA TE: 

FH=Fire Hydrani B e B l o w  Off 
C=Clear Y=Yellow B=Black0=0dor A=Air/MiUcy 

NO HYDRANT OR BLOW OFF MLL BE TURNED OFF WITH Ah" DISCOLORED WATER COMING 
THROUGH IT!! COIVTACTSUPERYISUR IF YOU CAN'T GET IT CLGQRII 
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€%=Fire Hydrant BO=Blow Off P D a i l y  

C=Clear Y=Yellow B=Black @Odor A=AirlMilky 

DATE: NAME: 
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FOX HULLU W FLUSH SCHEDULE 

RAYS S T M T  CLOSE START GRL’S , 

C=Clear Y=Yellow B=Black @Odor A=A.ir/Milky 

, 

5 

. I  

. .  

. .  

. .  
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FLUSH SCHEDULE 

' :f 

i' 
. 

DAYS START CLOSE S T M T  'S ' .'i, .;{ 
ADD- T W E  DONE CU2 CUZ COLOR FLUSH 

NO N Y D M  OR BL:O W OFF MLL BE T U R N 9  0 FF W T H  ANI.' DZSCOLORED WA TER COMING 
THRUUGHITll COWACTSUPERYISOR IF YOU CAN'T GET ITCLEAR11 
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FLUSH SCHEDULE 
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NU HYDJL4.W OR BLOW OFF W L L  BE TURNED OFF W T H  Ah'Y DISCOLORED WATER COMING 
THROUGH IT11 CONTACTSUPERVISOR IF YOU CAN'T GET IT CLEAR/! 

4 
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FUX HOLLO W FL USH SCHEDULE 

DAYS START CLOSE START GAL'S 
ADDRESS. TWE DONE em cu2 COLOR FL USH 

. .  FH WE - r -  .c. - .  
FOXWOOD: 
Tedind 

. .  

Heritage Sarinns: - Almond Wood ( 3 . 2  c * 

FH=Fire Hydrant BO=Blow Off D=Daily 

C=Clear Y=Yellow B=BIack O=C)dor A=Air/Mjurk, 
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FLUSH SCHEDULE 

I- START DAYS STXRT CLOSE 
T W E  DONE CU2 Cu2 COLOR 
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FOXHOLLOW FLUSHSCHEDULE 

DAYS STXRT CLOSE START GAL 'S 
ADDRESS TYPE DUNE Cu2 CU2 COLOR FLUSH 

FH=Fire Hydrant BO=Blow Off B D a i l y  

c 
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FLUSH SCHEDULE \ 

NO HYDRANTOR BLOWOFF W L L  BE TUJWED OFF W T H A M ' D I S C O L O E D  WATER COMING 
THROUGHITll CUMACTSUPERVISOR IF YOU CAN'T GET IT CLEAR/! 

4 
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4 FOXHOLLOW FLUSHSCHEDULE 

DAYS START CLOSE S T m T  GAL. 'S 
COLOR FLUSH ADDRESS T W E  DONE CUZ C U .  

FH=Fire Hydrant BO=Blow Off D=Daily 

C=Clear Y-Yellow B=Black @Odor A=Air/Milky h 
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FA!. VSH SCHED UL E 

3 
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FOX HOLLOW FLUSHSCHEDULE 

4 
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FL USH SCHED VL E 

DAYS START CLOSE START GAL'S '" . ' '  
T P E  DONE CU2 Cu3 COLOR 

d 
3 

4 

0 "7 
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FLUSH SCHEDULE 

GAL'S ! i *  . _ .  : START RAYS START CLOSE '*** 

TYPE DONE CUZ CU2 COLOR FLUSH 

4 
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FLUSH SCHEDULE 

c- 

' I  

NO HYDRANT OR BLOW OFF M L L  BE TURNED OFF W T H  Am' DISCOLORED WATER COMING 
THROUGH IT11 COh'TACTSUPERYISOR IF YOU CAN'T GET iT CLURII 

4 
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c 

FOX H0LL.O W FL USH SCHEDULE 

DAYS START CLOSE START GAt 'S 
ADDRESS TYPE DOIVE CU2 CL.0 COLOR FLUSH 

FH=Fire Hydrant BO=Blow Off D=Daily 

C=Clear Y=Yellow B=Black +Odor A=Air/Milky 

NAME: 

4 

4 
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c=ciear YLYeliow B=BtackC)=Odor A=Air/MiUcy 

NO H Y D W  OR BLOW UFF WILL BE TURIVED ‘OFF W T H  ANY DISCOLORED WATER COMING 
THROUGH ITII C0NTACTSUPERMSQR IF YOU CAN’T GET I’TCLEQRI! 
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c 

FOX HOLLO W FLUSH SCHEDULE 

FH=Fire Hydrant BO=Blow Off PDai ly  

C=Clear Y=Yellow B=Black @Odor A=Air/Milky 

DATE: \\-\?-q7 
rnbWSA‘l (3 

4 

... 
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FLUSH SCHEDULE 

4 
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NO H Y D W  OR BLOWUFF W7L.L BE TURNED OFF W T H A h T  DISCOLORED WATER COMING 
THROUGH ITl/ CONTACTSUPERVTSOR IF YOU CAN'T GET IT CLEARff 

4 
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C-Clear Y=Yellow 

NO HYDRA/crT OR BLOW OFF WILL BE TURNED OFF W T H  ANY DlSCOLORED WATER COMING 
THRQUGHIT/ l  COIVTACTSVPERP7SOR IF YOU CAN’T GET lT CLE4AIi 

4 

3 
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NO K y D M  OR BLOW OFF R?LL BE TURNED OFF W T H  ANYDISCOLORED WATER COMING 
THROUGH IT11 CONTACTSUPERVISOR IF YOU CAN'T GET IT CLEARlf 
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FLUSH SCHEDULE 

FH=Firc Hydrant BO=Blow Off 
C=Clear Y=Yellow B=Black0=0dor A=Air/MiUcy 

NU HYDRANT OR BLOW OFF m u  B E  TURNED OFF W T H  AM DISCOLORED WATER COMING 
THROUGH IT11 COATAC7SUPERJ"ISOR IF YOU C M ' T  GET IT CLEARII 
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4. 

FL C'SN SCHEDULE 

NO KYDW OR BLOWOFF mu B E  TURNED OFF W T H ~ D I S C O L O R E D  WATER COMXNG 
THROUGH IT// CONTACTSUPERVISOR IF YOU CAN'T GET IT CLEARII 

4 
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I '  

C=Clear Y=Yellow B=BIack @Odor A=PLir/Milky 



FLUSH SCHEDULE 
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. 

. I " 

DA TE: 

FH=Firc Hydrant B B B l o w  Off 
C=Clear Y=Ytllow B=Black0=0dor A=AirlMiLky 

./A .- 2 * 

NO HYDRANT OR BLOW OFF W L L  BE TURNED OFF W T H  M DISCOLORED WATER COMING 
THROUGHITII C0WACTSUPERY;ISOR IF YOU CAN'T GET IT C L U I I  
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FL USH SCHEDULE 

FH=Fire Hydrant BO-Blow Off 
C=Clear Y=YeIlow B=Black0=0dor A=AirMlky I 

NU ~ D W  OR BLOWOFF MLL BE TURNED OFF m m  ANY DISCOLORED WATER COMING 
THROUGH ITlI COflACTSVPERMSOR IF YOU CAIV'T GET IT CLEARII 
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THE PASCO COUNTY 

BLACK WATER STUDY 

PREPARED BY: 

V A N  HOOFNAGLE, P.E. 
ADMINISTRATOR 
DRINKING WATER PROGRAM 
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

4 
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THE SOUTHWEST PASCO COUNTY TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND RESEARCH PROJECT 

Background 
Over the past few years, the Department of Environmental Protection has received 

numerous complaints about the quality of water being provided by a utility in southwest 
Pasco County. The Pubiic Service Commission, the Department of Health, and a number 
of state legislatures also have been involved. 

h generaf the consumers complained that the water tasted and smelled poorly 
and contained a black sediment that plugged filter screens and stained laundry. Tests 
indicated that the offensive taste and odor were caused by hydrogen sulfide. The 
sediment in the black water was determibed to be copper sulfide, a corrosion product 
formed by hydrogen sulfide and the copper in the home plumbing. 

-%- 4-5- 

The Department reviewed the history of the water utility and determined that it 
was in compliance with the standards set in Chapter 62-550, F.A.C., Drinking Water 
Standards, Monitoring, and Reporting. The utility had exceeded the copper action levels 
prescribed by the rules and had implemented a treatment program to mitigate the 
corrosive properties of the water. As of the writing of this report, the water provided by 
the utility no longer exceeds the copper action level, and the utility is in full compliance 

In spite of the fact that the water provided by the utility met all standards, there 
was obviously an aesthetic problem with the water that needed correcting. The Public 
Service Commission (PSC) ordered the utility to perform an engineering study to 
determine what could be done to make the water more palatable. The utility's engineer 
proposed adding packed tower aeration to the treatment process to remove the hydrogen 
sulfide. Some of the utility's customers objected because the additional treatment would 

-- cause the cost of the water to rise. The customers want the utility to pay for the 
376 additional treatment and not pass the cost along. The PSC is still trying to resolve the 

issue. 

7 with all s t m . s .  / 

? 
Approach 

The Drinking Water Section of the Department of Environmental Protection in 
Tdhhassee conducted literature research to determine if there were any cheap and simple 
soiutions to the black water and odor problems. A number of articles indicated that the 
color and odor conditions are caused by sulfate reducing bacteria in hot water heaters. It 
is believed that the bacteria convert sulfur and sulfates in the water to hydrogen sulfide, 
which is the odor smelled by the occupants.ehe hydrogen sulfide in turn reacts with the 
copper in the home water distribution system to create copper sulfide)- the black 
substance in the water. The articles suggested that generation of the hydrogen sulfide can 
be reduced by eliminating or reducing the number of bacteria in the hot water heater. 
This might be done by raising the temperature in the hot water heater to 160' F or greater, 
by disinfecting the water heater and distribution system, and by removing the sacrificial 
anode from the hot water heater. 

~ 3 . ~ p  ? - 
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3 9  
It was decided to conduct a study to determine if there were any actions 

homeowners themselves could take to reduce or eliminate the problems. Thirty-five 
families agreed to participate in a study, and the Department provided funds. 

Many of the residents who had been complaining did not trust the utility, DEP or 
the Health Department to conduct an impartial study. We decided to find an impartbl 
or anizat'on that had the capability to do the work. Florida Rural Water Association was 
chosen because of its experience with water problems and because it has a staff of highly 
qualified circuit riders. In June 1998, the Department contracted with the Florida Rural 
Water Association (FRWA) to conduct the research. 

- w 

The Department recognizes that asking home owners to maintain their hot water 
heater temperatures at 160' F or greater k n o t  practical from both safety and economical 
considerations. And, removing the sacrificial anodes will void the hot water heater 
warranties. So, FRWA was asked to undertake a research project to determine if 
something else would be effective in controlling the bacterial growth. It was finally 
decided that FRWA should flush and disinfect the hot water heater and pipes, elevate the 
temperature of the water heaters for a few hours, and replace the magnesium anodes with 
aluminum anodes. g h e  water purveyor in the area believed that home point-of-entry 
water conditioning devices might contribute to the problem, so FRWA was asked to 
disconnect the water softeners in some of the homes to be studied. 

FRWA hired a local licensed plumber to do the physical work on the home water 
systems and a local Iabsratory certified by the Florida Department of Health to perform 
analyses on drinking water samples. FRWA circuit riders were responsible for 
contacting the participating families, taking the water samples, performing certain field 
analyses of the water samples and delivering the water samples to the laboratory. 

/? ? 

The Study I 

In late June and early July 1998, the: circuit riders took initial baseline water 
samples from an exterior tap, an interior cold water tap and an interior hot water tap in 35 
homes. The circuit riders analyzed the samples for pH, calcium hardness, alkalinity, 
orthophosphate residual, chlorine residual, and temperature. Samples were sent to the 
laboratory, which analyzed the samples for coior, the presence of sulfur bacteria, sulfates, 
hydrogen sulfide, and copper. 

During June and July 1998 the plumber performed a schedule of tasks on the hot 
water systems of 29 of the 35 homes in the study. In five houses designated as Group 1, 
the plumber disconnected the home water conditioning unit for the duration of the test, 
replaced the magnesium anode in the water heater with an aluminum one, disinfected the 
water heater using chlorine bleach, and raised the temperature to 160' F for a few hours. 
Ln ten homes designated as Group 2, the plumber replaced the anode, disinfected the 
heater, and raised the temperature for a few hours. h 12 homes designated as Group 3, 
he disinfected the heater and raised the temperature only. The find seven homes, Group 
4, had nowork done- The water from these homes was analyzed so a baseline could be 
maintained. 

In August 1998 and March 1999, the Association circuit riders returned to the 
homes, sampled the water again, performed the same analyzes as were done on the initial 
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.samples, and took samples to the laboratory. Also, in March 1999 the circuit riders asked 
each study participant a few questions about what they had observed. 

Conclusions 
The results of the study are inconclusive and mixed. None of the potential 

on the b . k k  water and. o h r  D r blern. The 
in the homes ameared t d a  
the subsequ-n w ith th&& er 

ot r e w  v e r h g  water 
corrosion. This had been a concern 

no e f ~ ~ ~  - 

of the utility. 

Attachments 
Attached to this report is a list of the families that participated in the study, 

copies of the raw data that were gathered, and copies of the exit interviews that were 
conducted by the Florida Rural Water Association in March 1999. Also, for future 
reference there are five appendices with publications about hydrogen sulfide and sulfate 
at the end of this report. 
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Last Name 
Bauer 
Carlsan 
C h av 01 i ch 
C h nstod o u 1 o u 
Corelli 
Etorfi 
French 
Fuhhatl 
Gerdon 
Green 
Hagerty 
Harnmett 
Hershkowitz 
Irwin 
Kahle 
Laytand 
Lucchesis 
Magnuson 
Mazunek 
Millian 
Mock 
Moyer 
Napolitano 
0 ko 
Qlen sz yk 
Parsons 
Reis 
Silver 
Sokol 
St. Amo 

r, 

First Name 
aiii 
Amy 
Elaine 
Chris 
Vince 
Abdel 
William 
Stewart 
Pat 
Lynn 
Robert 
Kay 
Joel 
James 
Rence 
Carol 
Joe 
R.E. 
Sharon 
Susan 
Barbara 
Dace 
Gary 
James 
John 
Frank 
Richard 
Helen . 
Jackie 
Norma 

Van Ernmerick Edward 
Vento Stephen 
Weber Mike 
Wells Paul 

- PASCO COUNTY STUDY 

Address 
4720 Sheffield Dr. 
7052 Failbrook Ct. 
7409 Cheltnarn Ct. 
4324 Haverhiil Dr. 
7644 Albacore Or. 
221 5 Egret Walk Ct. 
1868 Kinsmere Dr. 
1400 Havemill Dr. 
6913 Old Gate Cir. 
7254 Forest Edge Ct. 
1445 Hoversham Dr. 
4420 Whitetail Ln. 
5940 Cachette De Riviera Ct. 
71 06 Falibrook Ct. 
8812 Napa Loop 
81 17 Meadow View Dr. 
7643 Albacore Dr. 
4736 Vicksburg Ct. 
7239 Forest Edge Ct. 
1234 Middlesex Dr. 
1223 Middlesex Dr. 
1235 Middlesex Dr. 
8205 Silversmith PI. 
1202 Middlesex Dr. 
401 8 Gristmill Cir. 
131 7 Middtesex Dr. 
1415 Hovelsham Dr. 
1 I 0 5  Trafalgar Dr. 
5902 Cachette De Riviera (3. 
6809 Willets Ave. 
1530 Haverhill Dr. 
1456 Haverhill Dr. 
1022 Trafajgar Dr.. 
1442 Stroud Ct. 

Group 
I 
3 
2 
3 
3 
4 
1 
4 
4 
3 
3 
1 
4 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
3 
1 
4 
4 
2 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
3 
4 
3 
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Softener Odor Color 
Y Y Y 
Y Y Y 
Y Y Y 
Y Y N 
Y Y Y 
N Y Y 
Y Y Y 
N Y Y, 
N Y Y 
Y Y Y 
Y Y Y 
Y Y Y 
Y Y Y 
Y N Y 
N y Y 
p Y Y 
Y Y - Y  
Y N Y 
N Y -  Y 
Y Y Y 
N Y Y 
Y N Y 
Y Y Y 
Y N Y 
N N Y 
Y N Y 
Y N Y 
Y Y Y 
Y Y Y 
Y Y Y 
pl N Y, 
N Y CPVC 
N N Y 
Y Y Y 

Group 1 : Draiddisinfect water heater, turn up temp, replace anode, disconnect POE device. 
Group 2: Drain/disinfect water heater, turn up temp, replace anode. 
Group 3: Draiddisinfed water heater, turn up temp. 
Group 4: Nothing. 
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REANALYSIS O F  DATA FROM 
PASCO COUNTY BLACKWATER STUDY 1998 
DEPT.OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

- . .  , BY V-ABRAHAM KURIEN, M.D 

. .  . .  ; * ' . :  . .. . 
T o t a l  ;lumber of homes i n  study: 34 

Houses w i t h  softener systems : 24 

Houses without softener systems: 10 

Group 1: Drain/Disinfect heater :  turn up temperature: replace 
Anode: disconnect so f t ene r :  5 Homes w i t h  sof teners  

Group 2: Drain/Disinfect heater: turn up temperature: replace 
Anode: 10 Homes: 6 with s o f t e n e r s ,  4 w i t h o u t  

Group 3: D r a i d D i s i n f e c t  heater: turn up temperature: 11 homes 
With softeners ,  I without 

Group 4: Do nothing: 2 homes with softeners  and  5 without 

A total of 173 bacteriological t e s t s  w e r e  done on t w o  dates 
U' 7/8/98 and (POST INTERVENTION) 8/27/98 

66 SAMPLES were t e s t e d  at po in t  of e n t r y  before softeners: 
41 tests were done on cold water outflow 
6 6  t e s t s  were done on h o t  water outf low 

SITE : DATE: HOUSES WITH SOFTENERS HOUSES WITHOUT SOFTENERS 

7 / 0 8 / 9 8  +VE 3/24 -VE 21 /24  +VE 1/10 -VE 9/10 
12 5% 87 -5% 10.0% 90 0% 

POE 8 / 2 7 / 9 8  +VE 4/22  -VE 18/22 +VE 3/10 -VE 7/10 
18.2% $1 I 8% 30.0% 7 0  . O %  

COMBINED tVE 7 / 4 6  -VE 3 9 / 4 6  +VE 4 /20  -VE16/20 
15.2% 8 4 :  8% 2 0 . 0 %  8 0 . 0 % .  

II-II-I--I--IIII-LI1_1----------------------------------------- 

** 7 / o a / 9 a  +VE 6 / 7  -VE 1/7 +VE 1/2 , -VE 1/2 
85.7% 14.3% 5 0 . 0 %  5 0 . 0 %  

COLD 8 / 2 7 / 9 8  t V E  6/22 -VE 16/22  tVE 2 / 1 0  -VE 8/10 
27 - 3% 72 . 7% 2 0 . 0 %  80.0 

COMBINED +VE 12/29  -VE 15/29 +VE 3/12 -VE 9/12 
41.3% 5 8 . 7 %  25 . 0% 7 5 . 0 %  

**notice the s i g n i f i c a n t  reduction in number of samples 
I 
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S I T E  DATE HOUSES WITH SOFTENERS HOUSES WITHOUT SOFTENERS 
5 

7 / 0 8 / 9 8  +VE 1 8 / 2 4  -VE 6 / 2 4  +VE 7/10 -VE 3/10 

HOT 8 / 2 7 j 9 8  +VE 17 /22  -VE 5 / 2 2  +VE 7 / 1 0  -VE 3/10 
- . .  . 75.0% 25.0% 7 0  * 0% 30.0% 

. .  . ' 77,3% 22.7% 70.0% 30.0% 
- .  

I . .  .. 

COMBINED +VE 35 /46  -VE 11/46  +VE 1 4 / 2 0  -VE 6 /20  
7 0 . 0 %  30.0% 76.0% 24 .0% 

F I N D I N G S  

1.POSITIVE RACTERIAL CULTURES OF B E m E N  10-30% 
2 0 . 0 % )  AT THE POINT OF ENTRY IS OF EXTREME CONCERN AND RAISE THE 
POSSIBILITY THAT DISTRIBUTED WATER CONTAINS BACTERIA THAT CAN 
COVERT SULFATES INTO SULFIDES WITHIN DOMESTIC PLUMBING, 

(AXERAGE 15.2- 

2.THESE DATA SUGGEST THAT SOFTENERS DO NOT INCREASE FREQUENCY O F  
BACTERIAL INVASION O F  HOT WATER. 

3 . T h e  d a t a  raises the possibility t h a t  the frequency of 
bacterial invasion in cold water  is highex w i t h  sof teners:  
however the number of samples analyzed were m a r k e d l y  smaller 
than f o r  POE and HOT water  t e s t s  ON 7 / 8 / 9 8  

-- 

ANALYSED I N  A DIFFERENT WAY, 
SOFTENER HAVING BACTERIA I N  HOT WATER GREATER THAN THAT O F  A 
HOME WITHOUT SOFTENER? 

I S  THE LIKELIHOOD OF A HOME WITH 

O F  THE 24 HOMES WITH SOFTENERS, 18 WERE +VE : 7 5 %  

OF THE 10 HOMES WITHOUT SOFTENERS, 7 WERE W E  : 7 0 %  

THE X N S m R  IS XIN EMPHATIC NECATIVE 

CONCLUSIONS: 

A . T h e  samples are probably t o o  small t o  draw conclusions 

B.  The suggestion that Sof t ene r s  increase t h e  risk for 

unless appropriate statistical methods are used .  

bac te r ia l - invas ion  is w i t h o u t  foundation 

C . T h e r e  is no evidence to suggest t h a t  altering the ho t  water 
in the ways used in t h i s  study makes any difference to 
bacterial invasion- 
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D . T H E  MOST SIGNIFICANT F I N D I N G  I S  THE PRESENCE OF BACTERIA 
AT THE POINT OF ENTRY INTO THE HOMES I N  10-308.  I T  MUST BE 
ASSUMED THAT DISTRIBUTED WATER FROM ALOHA U T I L I T I E S  
INTERMITTANTLY CONTAINS BACTERIA, Divibr io  s u l f  u r i c a n s ,  
t h a t  is c a p a b l e  of conver t ing  S u l f a t e s  to su l f ides  and 
thereby c a u s i n g  the blackwater phenomenon. 

A testable Hypothesis: The water supplied by Aloha U t i l i t i e s  may 
contain on an intermittent basis D i v i b r i o  Sulphuricans, the 
anaerobic su l fa t e  reducing bacteria, in addition to small 
amounts of sul f ides  as recently demonstrated- 

T h i s  could be due to inadequately s u s t a i n e d  chlorination of 
wells from which underground w a t e r  containing the bacter ia  and 
hydrogen sulfide is extracted- A second possibility is the l a c k  
of sustained levels of residual c h l o r i n e  in distributed water 
due to deficiencies in the process of chlorination or in 
adequately s u s t a i n e d  automatic monitoring of chlorine residuals. 

T h e  background grayish discoloration of water  in t o i l e t  t a n k s  is 
due to the presence of small amounts of s u l f i d e s  in distributed 
water r e a c t i n g  w i t h  copper in the domestic plumbing.  The major 
even t s  of blackwater  appearing in domestic systems must be 
considered t o  be d u e  to bacterial colonization of domestic 
plumbing, most l i k e l y  to occur i n  the hot water systems and 
increased production of sulfides within the plumbing leading to 
aggressive copper s u l f i d e  formation. 

Use of activated charcoal filters may a c c e n t u a t e  bacterial 
colonization by removal of chlorine. Softeners ,  which are not  
coupled with a c t i v a t e d  charcoal f i l t e r s ,  a r e  not l i k e l y  to 
facilitate b a c t e r i a l  colonization. 

Effective treatment f o r  getting r i d  of blackwater  MUST address 
the issue of bacterial presence in distributed water a l o n 3 w i t h  
elimination of residual sulfides. Without it any sterilization 
of domestic plumbing s y s t e m ' w i l l  have o n l y  a v e r y  transient 
effect, i f  any,  as documented b y  this s t u d y .  Recolonization by 
bacter ia  from distributed water will cause recurrence of - 'b lack 
water'  due to corrosion of pipes.  

N e w  P o r t  Richey, 
March 28, 2002 Abe Kurien 
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Black Water Formation 
Black water is a te rn  used to describe water containing dark, suspended material. The occurrence of 
black water has been widely reported in the service area of the Seven Springs Water System. It is 
frequently associated with hot water lines, but has also been reported in cold water lines within 
residences. The black material causes staining of laundry and fixtures. As part of the Phase 11 
testing, an effort was made to identify potential explanations for black water by characterizing 
partides present in the treated water from each well and in the distribution system samples. In 
addition, two samples of black water were obtained to provide a coinparison between water entering 
the residence and black water. 

. 

Treated weLl wafer 
For the each ofthe two sample events conducted for this study, the concentration of particles in the 
treated water was fairly low. There was no measureable hydrogen sulfide in any of the treated water 
samples and they all contained an adequate chlorine residual. The suspended solids concentration 
was below the detection limits of the test (< 1 mgiL). 

Particles from samples of treated well water were concentrated about 25 fold using centrifugation. 
The particles were resuspended in water, preserved with chemical fixative, dehydrated, collected on a 
filter with a pore size of 0.01 pm, coated, and analyzed using electron microscopy coupled with X- 
Ray analysis to determine the particle size and elemental composition of the particles. In most cases, 
the particle density was extremely low. 

Examples of the particles isolated from treated water from well 8 are shown in Figure 24. The 
number of particles in all of the well samples was extremely low (<lOO/rnL). The smaller, spherical 
particles (< 1 pm) were composed of iron, sulfur, and phosphate, whereas the larger particles (> 5 
pm) contained a higher proportion of sulfur. The particle size of the sulfur-rich particles varied from 
0.1 to over 10 pm. These particles are small enough to remain suspended in the water, but could 
accumulate in locations that have low velocities and a long residence time (dead-ends). 

h 
Figure 24. Comparison of electron micrographs of particles isolated from treated water from 
well 8. a) particles consisting of iron-phosphorus-sulf~r; b) particles consisting of  sulfur and 
organic material. The scale in the micrograph is depicted by the white bar (1 pm). 

27 
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Distribution system samples 
A comparison of particles isolated from the Main Plant inflow is shown in Figure 25. Again, the 
concentration of particles was fairly low and the composition of the particles was similar to that 
observed for samples from the treated well water. The smaller particles contained iron and sulfur 
with trace amounts of phosphorus, whereas the larger particles consisted of calcium-sulfur 
precipitates. 

. - .  . .  , . . , , . . . . . . . . . 

I .... - .  . 
. .  -. , . .:' ~ 

. ! .  . . .  

Figure 25. Comparison of electron micrographs of particles isolated from treated water from 
the main plant inflow. a) particles consisting of iron-phosphorus-sulfur; b) particles consisting 
of sulfur and calcium. The scale in the micrograph is depicted by the white bar (I pm for a and 
10 ~ L M  for b). 

A comparison of the dominant elements identified in particles from the distribution system (treated 
well water, main plant, and distribution system samples) and the percent of particles that contained 
each element is shown in Figure 26. Calcium, silica, chloride, sulfur, and iron were the dominant 
constituents of the particles isoIated from the distribution system. Calcium, copper, iron, silica, and 
sulfur were the most frequently detected elements. Aluminum, chloride, potassium, and magnesium 
were detected less frequently. All particles that contained phosphorus also contained calcium and 
copper and most contained iron. The presence of sulfur in a particle also corresponded to the 
presence of varying amounts of iron and calcium. A11 particles that contained copper also contained 
calcium, iron, sulfur, and silica. 

The forination of particles in the distribution system results from chemical solubility reactions that 
occur within the pipeline and result in the formation of insoluble particles. Calcium, iron, and sulfur 
are aII present in the untreated water. En this study, the concentration of silica was not measured, 
however its source js either from the wells or from exposure to concrete piping niaterials. The 
phosphorus is added to the water as a corrosion inhibitor and it functions as a complexing and 
sequestering agent for metals and minerals. The concentration of aluminum was not measured as part 
of this study, but it ifprobably associated with the source of silica. Trace levels of copper were 
detected in the distribution system samples and ranged from 0.04 to 0.14 mg/L. The source of the 
copper is either from the water pipes or from the fixtures in the home P e f f  et al. 1987). 
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Figure 26. Comparison of distribution o f  dominant elements in particles isoIated from the 
distribution system (wdl water, main plant, distribution system samples). a) reIative percent of 
particle composition, b) percent of particles that contained each element. 

Black water samples front ~esideiztialg~unrbirz,o 
This study was focused on analysis of untreated water, treated water, and distribution system water. 
Therefore, analysis of bIack water samples was not a primary objective of the study. Preliminary 
information on black water characteristics was obtained from two sites. During the distribution 
system sampling, samples of black water were collected on an ad hoc basis from two residences (D-2 
and D-7). In one case (D-2b) the sample was from the hot water tank, in the other case (D-7b), the 
sample was from a hot water faucet that serves the bathtub. The samples were characterized in 
parallel with the other distribution system samples and particles were examined to evaluate particle 
size and particle composition. In general, the chemical composition of the samples of black water 
was similar to the samples of water entering the residences with the exception of the quantity of iron 
and copper associated with the particles. A comparison of iron and copper levels in the water entering 
the residence and the black water samples is shown in Figure 27. As shown, in both cases, the black 
water contained significantly higher levels of copper and iron. In both cases, there was a, slight 
increase in the sulfate concentration associated with the black water (-5 mg/L). 
Very few particles were detected in the distribution system samples and the majority of the particles 
were similar in composition to the particles isolated from the treated well water and the main plant 
(see Figures 24 and 25). Examples of particles isolated from distribution samples D-2 and D-7 are 
shown in Figure 28. The particles from D-2 are composed of silica, aluminum, sulfur, iron, 
phosphorus, copper and calcium. Particles isolated from D-7 are composed of phosphorus, sulfur,- 
calcium, and silica. 
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Samples of black water were processed for examination by electron microscopy. Examples of 
particles isolated from sample D-2b are shown in Figure 29. This sample was dominated by the 
presence of aluminum. The spherical particles are composed of aluminum, copper, phosphorus, and 
iron. Examples of particles isolated from sample D-7b are shown in Figure 30. There was no 
evidence of aluminum in the particles from sample D-7b and the dominant ejernents in the particles 
were copper, sulfur, and phosphorus. 

Figure 29. Comparison of electron micrographs of particles isoIated from sample D-2b. 
Particles consist of aluminum-copper -sul f ur -ir on-phospho r us-calcium. The smaller particles 
are predominantly aluminum-phosphorus. The scale in the micrographs is depicted by the 
white bar (100 pm or10 pm). 

Figure 30. Comparison of electron micrographs of particles isolated from sample D-7b. 
Particles consist of copper-sulfur- phosphorus with some calcium and iron present. The scale in 
the micrographs is  depicted by the white bar (10 pm). 

An additional analysis was conducted on particles isolated from a whole house water filter obtained 
fr0rn.a residence in the Seven Springs service area. The particles were removed from the filter and 
processed for electron microscopy. Examples of the particles isolated from the filter are shown in 
Figure 3 I ,  The dominant elements in the particles were iron, phosphorus, calcium, and sulfur. 
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Figure 31. Comparison of electron micrographs of particles isolated from a househdd water 
filter that is used to filter water entering the house. Particles consist o f  iron-phosphorus- 
calcium or iron-sulfur with trace amounts of copper. The scale in the micrographs is depicted 
by the white bar (I00 pm orlo pm). 

A comparison of the elemental composition of particles isolated from the filter is shown in Figure 32. 
The dominant element in the particles was iron. Calcium, copper, chloride, iron, and phosphorus 
were identified in all of the particles. 
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Figure 32. Comparison of distribution of dominant elements in particles isolated from a water 
filter installed on the inflow to a residence a) relative percent of particIe cornposikion, b) percent 
of particles that contained each element. 
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Figure 31. Comparison of electron micrographs of particles isolated from a household water 
filter that is used to filter water entering the house. Particles consist of iron-phosphorus- 
calcium or iron-sulfur with trace amounts of copper. The scale in the micrographs is depicted 
by the white bar (100 pm or10 pm). 

A comparison of the elemental composition of particles isolated from the filter is shown in Figure 32. 
The dominant element in the particles was iron. Calcium, copper, chloride, iron, and phosphorus 
were identified in all of the particles. 
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Figure 32. Comparison of distribution of dominant  elements in particles isolated from a water 
filter instalIed on the inflow to a residence a) relative percent of particle cornposition, b) percent 
of particles that contained each element. 
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a. Comparison of chlorine demand for October 2003 water samples. 
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b. Caparison of chlorine demand for November 2003 water samples. 

Figure 14. Summary of chlorine demand for water from the Seven Springs Water system. 
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CALCULATIONS OF THE CI-€LORINE DEMAND 
OF HYDROGEN SULFIDE IN ALOHA WELLS 

Its sigruficance in 
Relation to the production of Sulfate and Elemental Sulfur 

'From Oxidation of Hydrogen Sulfide 
With the sole use of Chlorine 

V. Abraham Kuxien, M.D. 

Oxidation of 1 mg of hydrogen sulfide to elemental sulfur requires only 2.08 mg 
of chlorine, where as 8.33 mgs of chlorine is required to oxidize hydrogen sulfide 
to sulfate (Dr Levine, Phase II Report, page 16). 2 .OS and 8.33 are referred to as 
the chlorine demand of hydrogen sulfide for its oxidation to elemental sulfur and 
sulfate respectively. 

When the chlorine demand specific to hydrogen sulfide alone is calculated as Dr 
Levine did during her technical review of Aloha, it gives an idea about 
approximately how far the oxidation of hydrogen sulfide has proceeded in the 
treated source water. When the calculated value of chlorine demand is closer to 
2.08 more elemental sulfur can be assumed to have been produced in the treated 
water, where as when the number is closer to 8.33 it is more reasonable to 
assume that most of the hydrogen sulfide has been oxidized to sulfate. 

Thus the chlorine demand number (expressed as mg/I of water to oxidize 1 mg/L 
of hydrogen sulfide) is an approximate indication of what percentage of 
hydrogen sulfide has been oxidized to sulfate and what percentage has been 
oxidized only to elemental sulfur. At a chlorine demand of 5.0 - 5.5, it is 
reasonable to assume that 50% of the hydrogen sulfide has been oxidized to 
sulfate and the rest has been oxidized only as far as elemental sulfur. This is 
only an approximate theoretical calculation since other species of sulfur are 
also produced during the oxidation of hydrogen sulfide by the sole use of 
chlorination. 

In the specific case of well 8 on 11.12.03, according to the sampling reports and 
calculations submitted by Dr Levine, we know that the calculated amount of 
chlorine that was added to each liter of raw water from well 8 was 18.9 mg (page 
18, Phase II report). Of this 3.5 mg/l was left behind as chlorine residual (page 
55). Therefore the oxidizable materials in the raw water that day consumed 15.4 
mg of chlorine. Of this according to Dr Levine's calculations, as shown in €igure 
14b (page 20) 1.9 mg was used up by ammonia and total oxidizable carbon(TUC). 
The rest 13.5 mg was consumed in the oxidation of hydrogen sulfide. 
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The mount  of hydrogen sulfide in that well was 1.73mg/l of raw water (page 
55). AI1 of this was oxidized as there was less than 0.01 mg/l of hydrogen sulfide 
was detected in the finished water. 

When the number 13.5 is divided by 1.73 a number close to 7.83 is obtained, 
whrch is the chlorine demand of hydrogen sulfide in that well on that day at the 
b e  the sample was taken. Since this number is close to 8.33, the chlorine 
demand for the conversion of all hydrogen sulfide to sulfate, we conclude that 
most of the hydrogen sulfide in that well was converted to sulfate on that day 
and that only minimal elemental sulfur was formed. Dr Levine confirmed this 
by the scanning electron microscope photographs that showed few particles of 
colloidal sulfur. 

On the contrary on 10/29/03 there was 3.95 mg/l of hydrogen sulfide present in 
the raw water in well 9. The total amount of chlorine injected was 24.60 mg/l 
close to the maximum amount of chlorine that can be injected at that well 
(Dr Levine, Phase I report, page 20). The chlorine residual was 2,7Omg/l. 
Chlorine consumed at that well was 21.90/1 of raw water. Approximately 3.0 
mg/l of chlorine was consumed by ammonia and total oxidizable carbon (TOC) 
as per Dr Levine (page 20, figure 14.b Phase I1 report). 

18.9 mg/l of chlorine (21.90 -3.0) was consumed by 3.95 mg/l of hydrogen 
sulfide as only less than 0.01 mg/l of hydrogen sulfide was present in the 
"finished" water. The chlorine demand of hydrogen sulfide in raw water i s  
calculated as 18.9 divided by 3.95 giving a value of 4.78 mg/l. 

Theoretically this means that almost 50% of hydrogen sulfide was oxidized 
only as far as elemental sulfur. Dr Levine has indicated that even if the 
maximum available chlorine at well 9, which is 25mg/l was used, after providing 
for a free chlorine residual of 3mg/l, only 2.6 mg of hydrogen sulfate could be 
oxidized to sulfate by the remaining available chlorine of 22 mg/l. The rest, 
1.35rngll. will remain as hydrogen sulfide itself or some other form of sulfur 
other than sulfate. 

Since no hydrogen sulfide was detected in the finished water at the plant, what 
was the fate of the hydrogen sulfide in raw watef? To what extent was hydrogen 
sulfide oxidized to elemental sulfur and sulfate? The calculation of the specific 
chlorine demand for hydrogen sulfide alone shows that with a chlorine demand 
number of 4.78, only 50% of the total oxidized hydrogen sulfide was converted to 
sulfate. The rest must have been oxidized o d y  as far as elemental sulfur. 
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This would mean that, if elemental sul fur  and sulfate levels could have been 
measured in the finished water at well 9 on 10/29/03, one would have obtained 
a result close to 2.0 mg/I for elemental. sulfur and 2.0 m g  for sulfate. 

If scanning electron micrography were undertaken on finished water from Well 9 
on 10.29.03, it would have certarnly showed more numerous particles of colloidal 
sulfur than was seen in the SEMs from water processed at well 8. Unfortunately, 
the sample of finished water from well 9 was not used for obtaining SEMs. 

Any time hydrogen sulfide level in raw water from well 9 was over 2.6 mg/l 
there would have been elemental sulfur in finished water from that well. 
Every one of the 20 samples of raw water from well 9 collected during the 
April -July 2001 period had a concentration of hydrogen sulfide that was 
greater than 3.0 r n d  and therefore the finished would have definitely 
contained elemental sulfur. 

Since the statistical mean of chlorine demand for hydrogen sulfide from the 15 
samples of water obtained from Aloha’s 8 wells on 10/29/03 and 11/12/03 was 
5.5 mg/l, (page 21, Fig.15 Phase I1 Report) it: is highly likely that a significant 
number (10/15) of those finished water samples would have contained elemental 
sulfur. As Dr Levine’s calculations show (page 20, Fig.14 and b) 7/10 of these 
samples that had chlorine demand values around 5.0 - 5.5 were drawn on 
10/29/03 when SEN studies were not done! 
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Table 3. Comparison of the theoretical chlorine dose available at each well in the Seven 
Springs Water system. 

We11 Maximum available chlorine dose, mg/L 

1 8.3 

2 20.8 

3 41.7 

4 41.7 

Main plant: wells 1-4 27.8 

6 18.5 

7 18.5 

8 25-0 

9 25 .O 

Typically, the reaction products from chlorination of hydrogen sulfide include a combination of 
sulfur species including sulfate and elemental sulfur, depending on water quality variables such 
as pH, temperature, iron, manganese, and organic carbon. Process operation is constrained by 
regulatory k&.s on residual chlorine in the distribution system. It is critical that the residual 
chlorine in the distribution system be below 4 mgL.  
The-theoretical chlorine requirements can be estimated from water quality data. For discussion 
purposes, the chlorination requirements for well 9 can be estimated as follows. Based on the 
limited dataset available for well 9, sulfide levels vary from about 2.4 to 6.6 mgL. Iron levels 
vary from about 0.02 to 0.4 mgL.  Assuming a residual chlorine level of 3 mg/L in the treated 
water and worst case for iron (0.4 rng/L), the chlorine dose necessary to oxidize the iron and 
sulfide as a function of sulfide concentration is shown in Figure 2 1. 

As shown, for sulfide levels up to about 2.6 m g k ,  there is adequate chlorination capacity to 
completely oxidize the sulfide to either sulfur or sulfate and maintain a chlorine residual of aboi 
3 mgL. If all o f  the sulfide is oxidized to elemental sulfur, there is adequate chlorination 
capacity at well 9 to oxidize up to about 11 mg/L of sulfide and still maintain a chlorine residua 
of about 3 mgL. In reality, the reaction chemistry is complex and it is likely that both sulfate 
and elemental sulfur are formed from sulfide oxidation. The detection of a chlorine residual. in 
the treated water is evidence that sulfide oxidation has occurred, however the reaction products 
can only be determined by conducting a mass balance on sulfur in the system. 

It is important to note that oxidation of sulfide to either sulfate or elemental sulfur acts to 
eliminate the sulfide odor. However, oxidation reactions do not remove the sulfur and either 
form of sulfur (sulfate or sulfur) can revert back to sulfide under conditions of low dissolved 

t 

oxygen, low chlorine residual, the presence of metal catalysts, andor when growth conditions 
are favorable for sulfur reducing bacteria. Sulfate is naturally present in all groundwater and the 
levels of sulfate i'i the water from the Seven Springs System are fairly low. Thus, oxidation of 
sulfide wilI eliminate odors but does not eliminate the potential for conversion to other forms of 
sulfur. 
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Table 2. Comparison of measured sulfide levels in untreated well. water from weIIs that 
serve the Seven Springs Water system. 

‘ 

November 1996 February 2001 

Well Hydrogen sulfide, mg/L Hydrogen Sulfide, m g L ‘  
1 < 0.10 

2 

3 

8 

9 

0.7 

2.4 

0.68 

, 1.78 

0.46 

0.94 

< 0.10 

1 S O  

3.85 

A pilot study was conducted in 2001 to test the effectiveness of an ion exchange treatment 
technology (MIEX) for removal of hydrogen sulfide from well 9. During the piIot study, sulfide 
levels were measured either once or twice daily. A summary of sulfide levels associated with 
untreated water from well 9 between April and July 2001 is shown in Figure 10, As shown, 
there was significant variability in the sulfide levels over the short time span of the study. All of 
the reported sulfide levels were above 3 mg/L and in some cases levels were over 6 mg/L. It 
should be noted that this study was conducted during the drought and the degree to which 
drought conditions influenced sulfide levels is not known. Routine monitoring of hydrogen 
sulfide in the raw water would be useful to determine if the 2001 data represent “typicaI” values. 

c c 
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Figure 10. Summary of hydrogen sulfide levels in untreated water from well 9 during a 
pilot study conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of ion exchange treatment (Data from 
Porter, 2002). 
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Parameter 

Field Conductivity 
Field Temperatwe 
Total Alkalinity 
Total Sulfide 
Total Hwdness 
Calcium Hardness. 

Color 
TUC 
Iron 
Turbidity 
Odar 
Fluoride 

Nitrite 
Nitrate 
TDS 
Ammonia . '  
Total Phosphorus 
Orthophosphate 

PH 

Notes: 
1 Compliance Notes 

' Exhibit D Supplemental WQPs 
Proposed Complimct and Action Levels 

. Compliance 
Level 

(SeeNote 1) 
~~ 

850 mhodcm (max-avg) 
3 5°C (ma-avg) 

40 rrig/l as CaC03 (min-avg] 
0.1 mg/L (ma-avg) 

300 mg/L as CaCO, (rn&~g) 
50 mg/k as CaCO, (min-avg) and 

250 mgfl as CaC03 (ma-avg) 
35 cu 

3.6 rn@ (ma+avg)i6.S m g L  (ma) 
0.1 5 rng& (ma-avg) 

1 NTU (max-avg) 
2 TON (mu-avg) 1 3 TON ( m a )  

0.8 mgL (ma-avg} 
7.4 units (min-avg) 

I mg/L 2s N (mu-avg) 

500 mg/L (max-avg) 
1 in& as N (max-avg) 

1 mg/L (max-avg) 
I mgL as P (max-avg) 

LO 'mg& as N (mm-avg) 

,r : . 

Action 
Level 

(See Note 2) 

850 niboskrn (mu) 
3s0c (ma) 

40 mgL as CaCOJ(rnin} 
0.1 mg/L(max) 

300 mg/L as CaCO, (ma) 
50 mglL as CaCQ (rnin) or 
250 mg/L as CaCO, (max) 

15 cu@lax> 
3.6mg&(max) - 

0.15 mgL (max) 
1 NTU @ax) 
2 TUN (ma) 

0.8 mg/L (rnax) 
7.4 units (rnin) 

lmg/LasN[max) 
10 mg/L a s N  (max) 
500 mg/L ( m a )  

lrng/LasN(max) 
1 mgL (ma) 

1 mgL as P (mw) 

(rnax-avg) = a not-to-exceed average value using a m i n g  four quarterly sample average 
(min-avg) = a must-exceed ahimage value using a m i n g  four quarterly sampk average 
(rnax) = a not-to-exceed value 
(rnin) = a must-exceed value 
NA = compliance level has not been set 

2 Action Level Notes 
(max) = a vafue that, ifexceeded, requires the Authority to take certain actions 
(rnin) = a value that, ifnot exceeded, requires the Authority to take certain actions 
NA = action level has not been set 

--. . .. . .. 
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(850)  877-6555 

FAX (850)  656-4029 
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March 29,2004 
VLA €€AND DELTVERY 

Rosanne Gervasi, Esquire 
Legal Division 
Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Boulevard 
Tallahassee, Florida 323 99-085 0 

Re: AIoha Utilities, Inc.; PSC Docket No. 020895 
Our File No. 26038.37 

CENTRAL FLORIDA OFFICE 
600 S. NORTH LKE BLYD., S m  160 
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FLORIDA 32701 
(407) 830-6531 

FAX (407) 830-8522 

Dear  Rosanne: 

Thank you and the staff for allowing us t h e  additional time that Aloha needed 
in order to review the questions posed by the staff and to  investigate with vendors and 
suppliers t he  various alternatives proposed in Dr. Levine's report. f is  you know, our 
engineers also had numerous discussions with Dr. Levine in order to get clarifications 
of her proposals and her comments and suggestions. Her input has been fulfy 
incorporated into our responses. 

I am attaching hereto t h e  responses to the staffquestions, both onrhe responses 
and the  cost estimates, the summary of estimates for both capital and operational 
costs prepared by David Porter, and OUT rough calculation ofthe rate impact each of 
the alternatives would have. Keep in mind that there are many assurnptiuns 

L *. ~ underlying both David's analysis and the rate impact analysis. We have tried to detail 
t h e  major assumptions within this information and within David's responses to each 

. . , - .  ._ -- -- of your specific numbered inquiries, but there are always so many assumptions 
underlying a conceptual estimate such as th is  before design or pernlitting is 
undertaken, that we cazlnot begin to explain each of those underlying assumptions. 

- .* -- . .. However, we do believe that the attached is a good conceptual response and analysis 
.- --_I of each of the options outlined in Dr, Levine's reports and our understanding of her 

T 

-.. - , .- --. ., 
. I ,  -. 

- 1  - --. 
-- - - - -  . .- . -- 

.-- 
. I - -  recommendations as further clarified through our subsequent d i s ~ f ~ % v i i W B & % x €  Z k  
1-* _-- 4 0 Cj 9 *-!np I i.,.\29 s 
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Rosanne Gewasi, 
March 29, 2004 
Page 2 

Esquire 

with the various vendors of material, supplies and equipment related to those options. 

If the Commission s t a f f  intends to utilize any of the information from this report: 
a d  distribute it at the customer service hearing, we caution you to  make sure that its - 
conceptual nature is clearly noted and the major assumptions underlying it are also 
included. 

If you have any further questions in this regard, please do not hesitate to 
contact me. 

SincereIy, 

FMD\trns 
cc: Marshdll Willis, CPA 

Mr. Tom Walden 
Stephen Watford, President 
David Porter, P.E. 
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Docket 020896-WS 
PSC Letter Dated February 20,2004 
Staff Data Request 
Data Submission by Aloha Utilities, Inc. 

Due to time constraints, the cost data was developed based on limited data and, therefore, must be 
considered conceptual h nature. This cost analysis provides a means of comparing the treatment 
alternatives based on similar dzsig assumptions. More accurate cost infomation wiIl result &om 
discussing replatory requirements with the FDEP as the project design work is undertaken. 

We have assumed that the  FDEP required conversion of Aloha’s existing water plants from fiee chlorine 
disinfection to the sequential use of free chlorine folIowed by chloramine disinfection to make Aloha’s 
water compatible with Tampa Bay WaterPam County water would be required to be coppIeted by 
January 2005. It is important to note that this date represents a dip from an October 2004 target conversion 
date provided to Aloha Utilities several months ago by Pasco County. The revised date was only recently 
provided to Aloha by Pasco County. Therefore, the January 2005 conversion datibas been assumed for the 
purposes of developing the responses herein. As Aloha has discussed with the Staff and the Commission 
previously, Aloha must convert its water Qeatment systems to chloramine disinfection by January 2005 to 
allow its water to be compatible with water supplied by Pasco County (Tampa Bay Water). Therefore, any 
process chosen for the hydrosen suIfide treatment step must be able to be impIernented by January 2005 
also. 

Each of the options presented, and the related cost data, include the addition of treatment technolo3 to 
produce a finished water with an average hydrogen sulfide concentration of 0.1 mg/L as described abuve 
and to implement the change from fiee gaseous chlorine disinfection t o  the use of liquid chlorine (sodium 
hypochlorite) as a primary disinfectant followed by chloramine as a secondary disinfectant which will be 
required to be completed as part of the modification of the plants. 

Each of the treatment techdogies  Dr. Levine recommended in her report are capable of reducing the 
hydrogen sulfide concenbation of Aloha’s raw water tu very low levels. We agree with Dr- Levhe that 
when the. hydrogen sulfide concentration of the finished water is reduced, and the other benefits provided 
by her recommended processes are realized, the potential for water odor and/or color generation in our 
customer’s homes may be reduced. 

When developing o w  response, \.ire felt that it was n e c e s s q  to consult with Dr. Levine to obtain her 
comcil on our application of her recommendations and to insFe that our interpretation of her 
recommendations and OUT application of them was correct. We have provided her with draft cost estimation 
documents and draft answers to your questions a5 we were developing thcm rb allow her to critique our 
work and to obtain her input. Based on our conversations with Dr. Levhe she supports our positions as 
reported here. 

I .  Dr. Levine’s report presents m excellent overview o f  each of these technologies, therefore, y e  will not 
repeat rhat information here. Below, we provide OUT view of what advantages and disadvmmges each 
of the processes proposed by Dr. Levhe exhibit in Aloha’s opinion: 




